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This seminar series on the history of 20th-century documentaries is made of three talks which 
are available at the website www.uv.es/ihmc [or the links below] The speakers will participate 
in a round table discussion on November 25, 2020, 18 h. 

4 de novembre de 2020. 18 h. Introduction. General presentation of the seminar series. Ximo 
Guillem-Llobat & José R. Bertomeu-Sánchez. 

Link: https://eu.bbcollab.com/collab/ui/session/guest/365493d93b094e6da28ef2900e50910f 

The three talks are open to the públic at www.uv.es/ihmc. See details below. 

1)  “Si es bueno, es Bayer”. Health education, corporate communication and the filmic image-building
of German pharma industry as the world’s pharmacy” Christian Bonah. Link: 
<https://cutt.ly/tgAgCEe>. 

2) "When artifice becomes evidence. A look at the origins of the wildlife MOD genre"
Jean-Baptiste Gouyon. Link: <https://cutt.ly/kgWvDLm> 

3) “El hombre y la tierra [Man and the Earth, Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente, 1974-1981], and the
construction of the environment in 1970s Spain” Carlos Tabernero. Link :
<https://cutt.ly/WgSN9Sm> 

25 novembre de 2020.  18 h. Round table. Christian Bonah, Jean-Baptiste Gouyon & Carlos 
Tabernero. 

Link: <https://eu.bbcollab.com/guest/aef15918baab4da9984254e42ae12694> 

http://www.uv.es/ihmc
https://eu.bbcollab.com/collab/ui/session/guest/365493d93b094e6da28ef2900e50910f
http://www.uv.es/ihmc
https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/-es-bueno-es-bayer-health-education-corporate-communication-and-the-filmic-image-building-of-german-pharma-industry-as-the-world-pharmacy-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286151666988
https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/-es-bueno-es-bayer-health-education-corporate-communication-and-the-filmic-image-building-of-german-pharma-industry-as-the-world-pharmacy-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286151666988
https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/conferencia-jean-baptiste-gouyon-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286150756651
https://cutt.ly/WgSN9Sm
https://cutt.ly/WgSN9Sm


TALKS 

1) “Si es bueno, es Bayer”. Health education, corporate communication and the filmic image-building of 
German pharma industry as the world’s pharmacy” 

Christian Bonah 

Abstract 

In many Latin and South American countries the slogan “Si es Bayer, es Bueno” has become a familiar, 
popular expression testifying to what corporations have tried to measure for a long time: spectator 
impact. Audio-visual communication has been at the forefront of promotional strategies for the German 
pharmaceutical giant Bayer ever since the 1920s when the corporation engaged with the concept of 
Wertwerbung, literally “value advertisement”. Promotional health education films participated strongly 
in corporate name, brand and image building. Building consumer trust in a company and its name was 
essential in a time when Bayer had lost many of its drug patents after WWI. The company established its 
own independent Filmstelle, a unit for film planning and production and developed and operated in the 
1930s Bayer sound film trucks that toured remote areas throughout Germany, Europe and worldwide for 
public film shows. Building on recent scholarship in the field of industrial, sponsored, non-fiction and 
most recently utility film studies, the contribution will analyse how Bayer established its film production 
unit and its film production for a worldwide market in the 1920s and 1930s. Furthermore, we will ask how 
this corporate strategy played out to promote at the same time health education, modern German 
science and industry and the corporate brand behind the films.  

Videos:  

 In the service of humanity (Dir. W. Ruttmann, GER, 1938) 

 In einer Stunde um die Welt [In one hour around the world] (Dir. J. Pinschewer, GER, 1931) 

 Malaria (Dir. U. Kayser, GER, 1934) 

Film screening is available at: https://medfilm.unistra.fr 

Note: Medfilm has in principle an open access policy for higher education institutions and non-
commercial educational use through Edugain (connect via SSO at the top right). If access should be 
blocked please contact us for assistance at: medfilm@unistra.fr 

2) "When artifice becomes evidence. A look at the origins of the wildlife MOD genre" 

Jean-Baptiste Gouyon 

Abstract 

"The emergence of a professional culture of wildlife filmmaking in Britain in the 1960s was accompanied 
by a redefinition of the value of artifice and intervention for the production of reliable and true-to-nature 
representations of wildlife. As long as wildlife filmmaking was part of the cultural space of amateur 
natural history, displays of non-intervention and self-effacement in the field were seen as guarantees of 
trustworthiness for filmmakers. But once a professional culture of wildlife filmmaking started to be 
developed to be part of the cultural space of science, displays of intervention and of the skilful use of 
artifice, become evidence of reliability for filmmakers. 

This talk looks at this transition, focusing on two making-of documentary programmes, Unarmed 
Hunters (BBC, 1963) and The Making of a Natural History Film (BBC, 1972), to reflect on this transition in 
the context of the history of television in Britain". 

Video: The Making of a Natural History Film (1972). 

https://archive.org/details/TheMakingofaNaturalHistoryFilm 

https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/-es-bueno-es-bayer-health-education-corporate-communication-and-the-filmic-image-building-of-german-pharma-industry-as-the-world-pharmacy-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286151666988
https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/-es-bueno-es-bayer-health-education-corporate-communication-and-the-filmic-image-building-of-german-pharma-industry-as-the-world-pharmacy-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286151666988
https://medfilm.unistra.fr/
mailto:medfilm@unistra.fr
https://www.uv.es/uvweb/institut-universitari-historia-medicina-ciencia-lopez-pinero/ca/videos/conferencia-jean-baptiste-gouyon-1285901090268/Recurs.html?id=1286150756651
https://archive.org/details/TheMakingofaNaturalHistoryFilm


3) “El hombre y la tierra [Man and the Earth, Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente, 1974-1981], and the construction 
of the environment in 1970s Spain” 

Carlos Tabernero 

Abstract 

This seminar will offer a historical reading of the acclaimed TV series El Hombre y la Tierra (Man and the 
Earth, 1974-1981), produced and directed by Felix Rodríguez de la Fuente (1928-1980), a pioneering and 
highly influential naturalist, activist and natural history author and broadcaster, in the complex socio-
political scene of the late Franco’s dictatorship and the changeover to the democratic administration. We 
will examine how, in this series, Rodríguez de la Fuente blended his very particular narratives about local 
wildlife with the depiction of scientific and media practices, all within a quite complex cross-platform 
storytelling strategy in which television was pivotal. It will also focus on how he played these narrative 
and technical elements together to create a quite successful feedback loop to actively engage audiences 
in naturalist-like practices in their everyday-life endeavors. 

Situated in such a noticeably changing context regarding politics, science, media, and the perception of 
the environment, this case study will allow us to discuss historically how Rodríguez de la Fuente’s natural 
history narratives addressed the establishment’s concerns and strategies regarding the long-sought and 
promised modernization of Spain. Man and the Earth, while featuring the natural sciences as both focal 
point and main source of knowledge, arguably became a keystone of intensely negotiated strategies of 
transformation, both in television and society. By contextualizing this series in its specific social, political 
and cultural setting, as well as within a larger framework of science popularization, this seminar will thus 
contribute to the understanding of key features of contemporary, media-driven science communication. 

Video: 

https://www.rtve.es/alacarta/videos/el-hombre-y-la-tierra/hombre-tierra-fauna-iberica-buitre-
sabio/4523480/ 

 

https://cutt.ly/WgSN9Sm
https://cutt.ly/WgSN9Sm

